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This response is respectfully submitted in connection with the office action issued by the 

Examining Attorney on April 26, 2019 (the “Office Action”) which refused Applicant’s 

application for the mark MYBLUEPRINT in Class 042 (Serial No. 88/294,168) (the “Applicant 

Mark”) citing likelihood of confusion with Blueprint Genetics OY LLC’s prior registration for 

BLUEPRINT GENETICS in Classes 009, 042, and 044 (Registration No. 5,772,042) (the “Cited 

Mark”). Applicant respectfully disagrees with the Examining Attorney’s position and requests 

reconsideration thereof in view of the herein presented case authority and relevant facts.  

As an initial matter, per the Examining Attorney’s suggestion, Applicant requests that the 

Examining Attorney amend the Identification of Services of the Applicant Mark in part, by 

amending “providing online computer databases that contain aggregated results of DNA testing” 

to “providing online computer databases that contain aggregated results of DNA testing for 

scientific purposes” (emphasis added).   

It is well established that the task of assessing the similarity or dissimilarity of the marks 

must focus on the consideration of the marks in their entirety. See Packard Press Inc. v. Hewlett 

Packard Comp., 227 F. 3d 1352 (2000). When viewed in their entireties, the appearance of the 

Applicant Mark is vastly different from the Cited Mark and accordingly, such distinguishing 

elements prevent the occurrence of consumer confusion. While there are often terms in marks 

that are more dominant and thus, more significant to the assessment of similarity, the law 

precludes the dissection of marks. Star Industries v. Bacardi & Company, Limited, Bacardi USA

and Anheuser-Busch, Inc. 412 F.3d 373 (2d Cir. 2005). In reviewing the situation at bar, the 

Examining Attorney’s citation of a potential likelihood of confusion refusal is clearly predicated 

on the fact that both marks share the term “BLUEPRINT” however, when viewed as a whole, the 

Applicant Mark is vastly different from the Cited Mark. 
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Moreover, Applicant’s Mark is a unitary mark without meaning and it is improper to 

separate a unitary mark. The two marks, when viewed side by side (MYBLUEPRINT vs. 

BLUEPRINT GENETICS), clearly do not look or sound alike. While the Applicant Mark 

contains the term “BLUEPRINT”, such term is only a portion of the Applicant Mark, and is the 

second half of a one-word mark.  The Cited Mark, on the other hand, contains the term 

“BLUEPRINT”, but such term is the first word contained in a two-word mark.  The first half of 

the Applicant Mark, “MY”, and second word of the Cited Mark, “GENETICS”, are two entirely 

different words that do not look or sound alike, and also have completely unrelated meanings.  

“MY” consists of one syllable, and is a pronoun defined as “belonging to or associated with the 

speaker”.  “GENETICS”, on the other hand, consists of three syllables and when following the 

word “BLUEPRINT” has a completely different connotation.  No consumer could reasonably 

confuse the two terms given their distinct and unrelated meanings.  Moreover, not only do “MY” 

and “GENETICS” have different meanings, but viewing the marks MYBLUEPRINT and 

BLUEPRINT GENETICS as a whole, it is clear that they evoke different commercial 

impressions.   

Although as stated above, Applicant believes that the marks are to be compared in their 

entireties, it has been held that “in articulating reasons for reaching a conclusion on the issue of 

confusion, there is nothing improper in stating that, for rational reasons, more or less weight has 

been given to a particular feature of a mark, provided the ultimate conclusion rests on 

consideration of the marks in their entireties.” In re Nat’l Data Corp. 753 F.2d 1056 (Fed Cir. 

1985).  In issuing the Office Action, the Examining Attorney is clearly focused on the shared 

term of the marks, “BLUEPRINT”, however, Applicant respectfully believes this focus is 

misplaced. It has been held that “where the mark is a composite of a weak common part and 
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modifying phrase, the court holds that the common portion of the composite mark is to be given 

less weight on the rationale that the public will look to other portions of the marks and will not 

be confused unless the other portions are similar” Continental Grain Company v. Central Soya 

Company Inc. 69 F.3d 555 (Fed. Cir. 1995). In Continental Grain the court held that “where the 

common element of conflicting marks is ‘weak’ in the sense that such portion is descriptive, 

highly suggestive, or is in common use by many sellers in the market, then this reduces the 

likelihood of confusion” and accordingly ruled that there was no likelihood of confusion between 

HI PEAK and PEAK DARI.  The case at bar is analogous to that of Continental Grain, as the 

shared term “BLUEPRINT” is commonly used in relation to science and technology-related 

goods and/or services. The following goods and/or services which are also shown in Exhibit A 

all contain “BLUEPRINT” for genetics and other science-related goods and services, and upon 

belief are not from the same source as the Cited Mark: https://www.nutrisystem.com/shop/dna-

body-

blueprint/index.jsp?gclid=EAIaIQobChMI8Nef0Jbl4QIVlshkCh1AogyaEAAYASAAEgJy-

vD_BwE; https://geneblueprint.com/; https://www.bcm.edu/research/medical-genetics-

labs/test_detail.cfm?testcode=1390.  Due to the widespread use of “BLUEPRINT” in connection 

with science and technology-related goods and services, the likelihood of confusion is reduced.  

Accordingly, consistent with Continental Grain precedent, the term “BLUEPRINT” should be 

given less weight, as consumers will focus on other portions of the marks, “MY” and 

“GENETICS”.  As detailed herein, Applicant asserts that such remaining portions are 

sufficiently distinct to avoid a likelihood of confusion amongst consumers. 

Applicant additionally notes that the term “BLUEPRINT” is not a highly distinctive 

element.  More than thirty (30) different marks are registered in Class 042 which include the 
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term “BLUEPRINT”, plus additional words and/or symbols, and peacefully co-exist, including 

the following:   

The term “BLUEPRINT” is commonly used in connection with science and technology-related 

goods and/or services, including software, mobile applications and other digital goods, and 

Reg. Number Mark

3779909 BLUEPRINT

4988503 BLUEPRINT

5592005 BLUEPRYNT

5871569 INVESTOR BLUEPRINT

5851431 ACHIEVEMENT BLUEPRINT

5819688 BLUEPRINT REGISTRY

5509051 INNOVATION BLUEPRINT

5538700 COBALT BLUEPRINT

5472485 (IOSH) BLUEPRINT

5406630 ABA BLUEPRINT

5191222 ECOGREEN BLUEPRINT

5160176 BLUEPRINT RF NETWORK SERVICES · MANAGED SOLUTIONS

5160172 BLUEPRINT RF

4935508 YOUR BLUEPRINT FOR MARKET ACCESS

5715669 BLUEPRINT VIRTUAL SHOWROOM

4972023 VALLEY BLUEPRINT

5018706 ESM BLUEPRINT

5435769 BLUEPRINT STUDIOS

4830428 INTELLIGENT OUTPUT BLUEPRINT

5032833 XAD BLUEPRINTS

4987510 FOUNDERS BLUEPRINT

4840802 BLUEPRINT NETWORX

4840801 BLUEPRINT NETWORX

4802407 BLUEPRINT YOUR DREAMS

4800910 BLUEPRINT CMS

4800909 BLUEPRINT PLATFORM

4402641 BLUEPRINTS FOR HEALTH

4209441 APPLICATION BLUEPRINT

3992626 TRANSFORMATION BLUEPRINT

4487058 GIFTS ALTA BLUEPRINT

4496890 GIFTS ONLINE BLUEPRINT

4574587 MOBILE MONOPOLY BLUEPRINT

4538772 B BLUEPRINT CLINICAL

5772042 BLUEPRINT GENETICS

3845874 YOUR IMAGINATION IS OUR BLUEPRINT

4067371 DECISION BLUEPRINTS

2856271 PERSONAL BLUEPRINT
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therefore as Continental Grain pointed out, consumers will automatically look to other portions 

of the mark, in the case at bar, “GENETICS” and “MY” to distinguish between the marks. Any 

argument that the Cited Mark has the exclusive rights to the term “BLUEPRINT” in connection 

with genetic testing and diagnosis and related goods and/or services is precluded by a search of 

the registry which, as shown above, is littered with other marks containing “BLUEPRINT” 

and/or variations thereof in Class 042, as well as the numerous common law uses containing 

“BLUEPRINT” and/or variations thereof. 

Applicant additionally notes that there are three (3) registrations containing the term 

“BLUEPRINT” in Class 042 which identify scientific and technology-related goods and/or 

services which, despite the fact that the Cited Mark makes no claim to the exclusive right to use 

“GENETICS”, peacefully co-exist with the Cited Mark.  Surely, if BLUEPRINT GENETICS for 

science and technology services in the nature of “science and technology services, namely, 

research and development of genetic testing and diagnosis, testing of DNA for inherited 

disorders, and providing information to others relating to genetic testing and diagnosis” and 

(IOSH) BLUEPRINT and Design for scientific and/or technical services in the nature of 

“scientific and/or technical research in the field of occupational health and safety in business” 

can co-exist, there is no likelihood of confusion between BLUEPRINT GENETICS for “science 

and technology services, namely, research and development of genetic testing and diagnosis, 

testing of DNA for inherited disorders, and providing information to others relating to genetic 

testing and diagnosis” and MYBLUEPRINT for “Application Service Provider featuring 

software for use in data management, data storage, data analysis, report generation, user 

identification, and membership identification, all in the fields of genetics and genetic testing….”, 

such that the two cannot co-exist. 
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Based on the foregoing, Applicant respectfully submits that Applicant Mark is vastly 

different from the Cited Mark in appearance, sound, connotation, meaning, and commercial 

impression and that registration of MYBLUEPRINT will not result in a likelihood of confusion 

with the Cited Mark. Accordingly, Applicant kindly requests that the Examining Attorney 

reconsiders its position on the potential likelihood of confusion and that the Applicant Mark 

proceed towards registration. 



EXHIBIT A 














